
The vine culture started when Eugene Koeberle decided to transform the fields in a wine estate.

In 1961, Eugène Muller and Jean Koeberle (who marrried Rose, Eugene’s daughter) planted together 
the first Pinot Noir vines in Saint-Hippolyte, which became later the « saint-Hippolyte Rouge » 
appellation.

Jean and Rose were working together in the estate, Jean in the fields, culture and wine-making, Rose 
at the office and market. Then, they had two children, Annie and Jacques, who took back the estate 
after them, working in the same way.

In 2014 the estate took a radical turn when David, Annie’s son, decided to take part in the wine 
process by removing everything chemical. 

He wasnt agree with the methods used for the vine culture and wine making and wanted to make 
wine in a natural way. 

So after speaking for a really long time with his grand parents and arguing a lot, everyone decided to 
let David having the estate for himself, alone. 

At the age of 25, David bought the parts of his family to make wine his own way, with the help of his 
wife, Marianne.

They begun by putting everything in biology, starting by the soils which were the most important for 
them,  then biodynamics. Since 2014 they don’t use chemicals nor in the vines nor in the cellar, no 
labour, no filtration, no fining, only indigenous yeasts and manual harvest.

Everyone thought they were using the same way of culture than the grand parents, so they decided 
to be labellised and started a biologic and biodynamic conversion, obtained in 2018.

We don’t think biology is enough, actually for us its basically a big lie to make people comfortable 
about what they’re buying.

The label we rely on more is Vin Methode Nature, which means :

- Less than 20mg/liter sulfur, INCLUDING natural one.
- Manual harvest only
- No modification, no adding of any sort, in fields or cellar
- No reverse osmosis, no filtration, no pasteurisation, no sulfur added
- Fields certified at least bological

Agro-forestry is a big deal for us too, as we think there’s no logic in doing natural wine if you don’t 
take care of the other plants and animals around at the same time. Our goal is to create and maintain 
a true symbiosis.

We planted 1500 trees on our 27ha’s  vineyard (field and fruit trees, hedges, shrubs) in a desire of 
reduce mono-culture wich is a big issue for us, we try to make a real difference in biodiversity. 

The labels are made by our tatoo artist friend , Jubsyking, each of them has a related story. 



Fining : Never 

Soil Labour : No, we use mulching in our vines 

Filtration : No 

Yeasts : Indigenous 

Harvest : Manual 

Aging : inox, oak barrel, amphora jar 

Terroir : Mostly granit and a little bit of pink sandstone 

Grapes : Riesling, Auxerrois, Pinot blanc, Pinot gris, Muscat, Gewurztraminer, Chardonnay, Pinot noir

Terroirs : Schlossreben, Langenberg, Burgreben, Gloeckelberg


